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Richard Goeglein is currently a Fellow and faculty member of the National 

Association of Corporate Directors and is regularly engaged as a speaker, panelist, 

and webcast moderator for the Association. He also serves as a Trustee on the Board 

of Volunteers in Medicine of Southern Nevada, a 503(c) non-profit and is Chairman of 

the Executive Committee and member of its Finance committee. He was Non-

Executive Chairman of the Board of Pinnacle Entertainment from 2003 thru May 2014 

and continued as a director through May 2015. 

Meet the Presenters
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Bill Reilly is a principal in Pearl Meyer’s Atlanta office. He is a senior advisor to 

compensation committees and executives on all aspects of executive and non-

employee director compensation and advises clients on issues such as compensation 

philosophy, market pay assessments, pay and performance alignment, short-term and 

long-term incentive plan design, employment contracts and severance/CIC 

arrangements, competitive trends, and regulatory developments.

Erin Leymann is a vice president in Pearl Meyer’s Atlanta office. She specializes in 

executive and outside director compensation reviews and assists in evaluating the 

appropriateness of compensation programs, including total compensation strategy, 

short- and long-term incentive plan designs, pay-for-performance alignment, and 

change-of-control/employment agreements. She has worked with companies in 

various industries, of various sizes, and at virtually all life-cycle stages ranging from 

venture-backed, pre-IPO start-ups to established industry leaders.   



Housekeeping

Submit a question and receive your answer 

directly from Pearl Meyer. You will also be 

opted-in to receive future executive 

compensation thought leadership from Pearl 

Meyer.

Tweet live during the event today with 

@NACD and @PearlMeyer.
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Housekeeping

Presentation slides are available at 

www.pearlmeyer.com/spring-forward

and within the webinar console.
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http://www.pearlmeyer.com/spring-forward
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You will automatically receive 1 NACD credit for 

your participation.

Credit may be applied to NACD Fellowship 

programs. Contact Fellowships@NACDonline.org

for more details.

The replay and slides will be available 

early next week at www.NACDonline.org

and www.pearlmeyer.com.
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Housekeeping

https://secure.nacdonline.org/scriptcontent/WebcastDownload.cfm?where_to_next_source=https://secure.nacdonline.org/StaticContent/staticpages/nacdcust/podcasts/PowerPointPresentations/WEB061809.pdf&eventcode=WEB061809
https://secure.nacdonline.org/scriptcontent/WebcastDownload.cfm?where_to_next_source=https://secure.nacdonline.org/StaticContent/staticpages/nacdcust/podcasts/PowerPointPresentations/WEB061809.pdf&eventcode=WEB061809
https://secure.nacdonline.org/scriptcontent/WebcastDownload.cfm?where_to_next_source=https://secure.nacdonline.org/StaticContent/staticpages/nacdcust/podcasts/web061809/&eventcode=WEB061809
https://secure.nacdonline.org/scriptcontent/WebcastDownload.cfm?where_to_next_source=https://secure.nacdonline.org/StaticContent/staticpages/nacdcust/podcasts/web061809/&eventcode=WEB061809
mailto:Fellowships@NACDonline.org
http://www.nacdonline.org/
http://www.pearlmeyer.com/


Agenda

• Tax Reform: Sharing the Wealth

• Section 162(m) Changes: Unintended Consequences

• CEO Pay Ratio: Early Results 

• Spotlight on Code of Conduct

• Activist Shareholders: The New Normal

• Communication: The Key to Success
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Tax Reform: Impact of Tax Rate Changes
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Significant Tax Rate Changes

• Lower corporate tax rate (from 35% to 21%)

• Generally lower individual tax rates, with top bracket reduced from 39.6% to 37% 

(sunsets 2025)

• Alternative minimum tax thresholds increased

• Potential Impact on Executive Compensation

• Executives may be less likely to defer compensation (409A rules did not change)

• Among companies granting stock options, prevalence of ISOs may increase due to 

lower tax rate and higher AMT thresholds

• Potential one-time or ongoing pay enhancements

• Adjustments to goals or outcomes for certain outstanding performance awards 

Company Responses to Lower Corporate Tax Rate

• Dividends and share buybacks 

• Capital investments and hiring

• Sharing the wealth with employees



The following are some specific examples of recently announced 

“share the wealth” initiatives:

• Hourly rate increases

• Salary increases

• Special bonuses

• Enhanced bonus opportunities

• Special equity awards

• Increased employer contribution to healthcare

• Increased employer contribution to 401(k)

• Increased employer match on employee charitable contributions

• Increased hiring

• Increased contributions to corporate foundations
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Tax Reform: “Sharing the Wealth” Examples



• Half of survey respondents had 

already taken or were considering one 

or more actions to share the wealth 

with employees

– Includes feedback from 301 

respondents (60% public 

companies)

• One-time bonuses (typically $1,000 

per employee) were most common, 

followed by increases in minimum 

wage; most respondents took two 

separate actions

– Most did not consider a specific 

sharing ratio

– 79% involved board/compensation 

committee

Tax Reform: Sharing the Wealth
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Recommendation: if no action is taken, develop a communication strategy to explain why not 

(e.g., no anticipated tax benefit or current programs expected to deliver benefits).

12%

29%

7%

52%

Prevalence of Actions Taken or 
Considered 

Took Action

Considering

Took & Considering

No Plans

12%

18%

21%

46%

65%

Increase retirement

Increase salary

Charitable contributions

Increase minimum wage

One-time bonus

Specific Actions Taken

* Pearl Meyer Quick Poll Survey (January 2018)



Poll Question #1
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Is your company planning to take any action to share tax savings 

with employees?

• Yes, we provided one-time awards

• Yes, we enhanced ongoing pay opportunities

• Yes, we provided one-time awards and ongoing enhancements

• Not yet, but we expect to take action

• No, employees will benefit through existing programs

• We have not had any discussions in this area yet



Section 162(m): Overview

• Section 162(m) initially established in 1994; limits public company tax 

deduction for compensation paid to a “covered employee” to $1 million per year

– “Covered Employees” are CEO and next three highest paid Named Executive 

Officers (NEOs) serving as executive officers as of fiscal year end

– Exception for qualifying “performance-based” compensation 

– Many believe rule contributed to increase in NEO compensation by encouraging 

emphasis on variable pay (with upside), “umbrella” plans, and salaries of up to $1M
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Significant Changes

• Elimination of “performance-based compensation” exception

• Covered employee includes CEO, CFO, and next three highest paid NEOs; for taxable 

years after 12/31/16, also includes former NEOs who previously were covered 

employees

• Corporations with publicly-traded debt and certain foreign private issuers are now also 

subject to 162(m)

• Limited grandfathering rules for compensation provided pursuant to a written binding 

contract in effect on 11/2/2017 (additional guidance to be provided)



Section 162(m): Old vs. New 

162(m) changes may impact goal-setting and award determination process.
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Old

“Performance-Based Exception” 

Rules

New Elimination of 

“Performance-Based Exception” 

Impact

Performance 

Goals

• Set within first 90 days

• Certified by committee

• Only adjusted as permitted in plan

• “Umbrella plan” funds a pool if specific 

goals not set in advance

• Flexible timing on goal-setting

• Committee will not need to set in writing 

or certify

• Adjustments are permitted, but will likely 

remain tied to performance due to proxy 

advisor scrutiny

• Umbrella plans no longer needed

Compensation 

Committee

• Members must be 162(m) “independent” • May not be too different; exchanges still 

require similar “independence” standards

Shareholder 

Approval

• Shareholder approval of performance-

based measured needed every five years

• Only needed when shares are depleted or 

material modification made to plan

Maximum 

Payouts and 

Business 

Criteria

• Full list of goals in plan

• Limited ability to adjust goals

• Maximum payouts/shares per year and 

overall specified

• No need to specify maximum, goals, or 

specific adjustments, although these 

factors will be considered in proxy advisor 

scorecards

Stock Option &

SAR Grant 

Terms

• Must be FMV

• Must state maximum number

• Options/SARs will likely continue to be at 

FMV for 409A purposes

• Maximum no longer needed



Section 162(m): Unintended Consequences
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Companies should ensure the additional flexibility under the revised rules does not adversely 

impact the alignment of pay with performance and the motivational impact of incentive plans.

Potential Outcome Observations

Increase in Base Salaries 

and Other “Non 

Performance-Based” Pay 

(e.g., Restricted Stock)

• No tax-related reason to cap salaries at $1M or qualify restricted stock as 

“performance-based”; example: Netflix increased salaries and eliminated STI

• Stock options will no longer be fully deductible; usage may decrease if not viewed 

as tied to strategy

• May have compounding impact on incentives and benefits tied to base salary (if 

salary multiples are not recalibrated)

Goal-Setting Practices 

May Change

• Timing of goal setting can be more flexible

• Goals not limited to shareholder approved list

• Adjustments won’t be limited to pre-determined items specified in plan

Discretion and Individual 

Goals May Play a Larger 

Role

• Increased prevalence of non-financial, strategic, and individual goals, some of 

which will involve subjective assessments

• Greater use of discretion (positive and negative) to consider all relevant facts and 

circumstances beyond formulaic results

Vesting or Deferral 

Periods May be Longer

• Companies may want to spread vesting or payouts over more years to fit within 

the $1 million annual threshold

• May also apply for former NEOs who will remain “covered employees”



Poll Question #2
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What impact do you expect the revised 162(m) rules to have on 

your company’s executive pay practices?

• Increased emphasis on base salaries and/or restricted stock

• Greater use of discretion within incentive plans

• Both of the above

• No anticipated changes in plan design or pay practices

• Too early to tell



Section 162(m): Key Considerations

• Compensation committees will still need to ensure there is an appropriate 

linkage between pay and performance

– Paying for performance remains best (and expected) practice

– Use of discretion will still need to be justified 

• Views of institutional investors and advisors are not likely to change

– ISS does not favor discretionary awards or removal of incentive plan 

award limits   

– Ongoing say-on-pay votes and scrutiny of executive pay practices will 

further temper potential for abuse or excessive discretion

• Objective goals should continue to apply for performance shares due to 

accounting rules

– Objective performance metrics are required for equity awards to have a 

“grant date” for fixed accounting treatment, otherwise variable 

accounting applies

Pay

P
er
fo
rm

an
ce

OBJECTIVE

SUBJECTIVE

• Companies will need to identify and keep track of “covered employees” during and after 

employment, and factor in severance and post-termination vesting provisions

• Severance and equity vesting acceleration provisions upon termination without cause, resignation 

for good reason, or upon retirement can now be based on target instead of actual

• Committee charters and incentive plan documents can be revised for 162(m) changes; ensure any 

changes don’t jeopardize grandfathered awards
15



CEO Pay Ratio: Early Results

• CEO Pay Ratio became 

effective for the 2018 proxy 

season

• Early filings confirm ratios vary 

considerably by industry, 

workforce composition, and 

company size

• Common disclosure practices 

include:

– Brief narrative format

– Included after the CD&A and 

tables—not part of committee 

certification

– Statement that ratio may not 

be comparable to other 

companies due to flexible 

methodology 

– Some have also disclosed 

additional ratio based on 

annualized value of one-time 

awards 16
79.0

166.2

430.5

177.7

66.7

68.1

397.0

197.5

103.3

66.2

97.8

74.4

366.0

180.7

70.7

282.8

164.6

486.1

218.2

148.2

137.2

Median

Average

Above 20,000

5,000 to 20,000

1,500 to 5,000

Under 1,500

$10B and Above

$3B to $10B

$1B to $3B

Under $1B

60 Real Estate

55 Utilities

50 Telecom Services

45 Information Technology

40 Financials

35 Health Care

30 Consumer Staples

25 Consumer Disct.

20 Industrials

15 Materials

10 Energy

Average CEO Pay Ratio Results

By

Industry

Sector

By

Revenue

Size

By

Number of 

Employees



CEO Pay Ratio: Media Coverage

• As expected, media reaction to CEO Pay Ratio disclosures has been emotionally 

charged and biased, as illustrated by recent articles, shown below: 

"For most people, 

that's a lifetime or 

many lifetimes' 

worth of 

compensation…"



Poll Question #3
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What is your biggest concern regarding the CEO Pay Ratio?

• Shareholder Reaction

• Media Reaction

• Employee Reaction

• Not Really Concerned—Shouldn’t Be an Issue for Us



Spotlight on Code of Conduct

• Scrutiny on code of conduct has significantly 

increased in light of recent high profile sexual 

harassment cases and the #metoo movement

• In keeping with their fiduciary responsibility, 

boards are playing a more active role ensuring 

policies and procedures are in place to promote 

a safe and open work environment, with a no 

tolerance policy towards misconduct

• Shareholders and governance groups also 

expect boards to play an active role

– In March 2018, the Council of Institutional 

Investors issued publication titled “How 

Corporate Boards Can Combat Sexual 

Harassment” 

• There is a growing call among shareholders 

and governance groups to ensure misconduct 

is not rewarded and incentive plans reinforce 

the desired corporate culture 19



Spotlight on Code of Conduct

• Potential compensation-related actions include:

– Reviewing employment and severance agreement provisions to ensure “Cause” 

definitions specifically reference proven instances of sexual harassment and 

other misconduct

– Adding incentive plan metrics tied to promoting a safe corporate culture and/or 

employee satisfaction

• Per a recent Harvard Law School article, only 28 out of 2,300 companies in an ISS 

database disclosed short-term incentive plan metrics pertaining to improvements in 

culture or diversity

– Governance groups are calling for clawback policies to include all forms of 

misconduct, even if there is no direct financial loss or restatement; this should be 

reviewed with legal counsel

• Consideration should be given to deterrence/risk management as well as due process 

and desire to retain board/committee discretion  

20



Poll Question #4
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Has your company taken any of the following actions to address 

sexual harassment/misconduct?

• Reviewed/modified employment or severance agreement language

• Added incentive plan metrics tied to culture/employee satisfaction 

• No action taken—not a concern for us

• Have not yet addressed



Shareholder Activism: The New Normal

Shareholder activism continues to be an effective catalyst for change, and compensation 

committees need to be prepared to engage, listen, and respond appropriately. 

“Shareholder activism has evolved from a niche strategy pursued by a limited number of high-profile 

hedge funds to a widely accepted approach to investing pursued by institutional shareholders and hedge 

funds alike across global markets.” - J.P. Morgan publication: “The 2017 Proxy Season; Globalization 

and a New Normal for Shareholder Activism” 22

Activism By The Numbers (2017) Common Themes Among Activists

606
Activist campaigns

launched globally

68
Proxy contests in 

the United States

• Corporate strategy (M&A transactions in 

particular)

• Executive leadership (CEOs in particular)

• Board experience and diversity

• Expansion of shareholder powers (e.g., 

proxy access)

• Annual director elections

• Other shareholder friendly governance 

changes

• Board responsiveness

• Executive compensation

Campaigns earning the 

activist at least one 

board seat

46%
up from 29% in 2012

Proxy contests 

making it to 

shareholder vote

35%



Shareholder Activism: BlackRock Example

BlackRock’s recent emphasis on “a new model of shareholder engagement” is indicative of 

broader changes underway and demands heightened attention from boards and compensation 

committees.

“A central reason for the rise in activism—and wasteful proxy fights—is that companies have not been 

explicit enough about their long-term strategies…Tax changes will embolden activists with a short-term 

focus to demand answers on the use of increased cash flows, and companies that have not already 

developed and explained their plans will find it difficult to defend against these campaigns.” -Larry Fink’s 

letter to CEOs – “A Sense of Purpose” 23

Expectations of BlackRock BlackRock’s Expectations of Companies

• We must be active, engaged agents on behalf of 

the clients invested with BlackRock, who are the 

true owners of your company

• This responsibility goes beyond casting proxy 

votes at annual meetings—it means investing 

the time and resources necessary to foster long-

term value

• The time has come for a new model of 

shareholder engagement—one that strengthens 

and deepens communication between 

shareholders and the companies they own

• When a company waits until a proxy proposal to 

engage or explain their long-term strategy, we 

believe the opportunity for meaningful dialogue 

has often already been missed

• We expect companies to publicly articulate their 

strategic framework for long-term value creation 

and explicitly affirm that it has been reviewed by 

the board of directors

• We expect directors to be able to describe the 

board process of overseeing strategy

• We expect a diverse board in terms of gender, 

ethnicities, career experiences, and ways of 

thinking

• We expect companies to demonstrate 

leadership on environmental, social, and 

governance matters that are essential to 

sustainable growth



Key Takeaways
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Maximize the ROI of Tax Reform Benefits

• Develop a strategy; balance capital and employee investments; communicate internally and externally

• Be Mindful of Potential Unintended Consequences from Revised 162(m) Rules 

• Use new rules to view performance holistically, but not at the expense of alignment of pay with performance 

and motivational impact of incentive plans; use discretion prudently and communicate the rationale to 

shareholders

Be Prepared for CEO Pay Ratio “Noise”

• Be prepared to address potential concerns from internal and external audiences; anticipate some media bias; 

use employee communications and the proxy disclosure to tell the desired story

Align Executive Incentives and Policies to Strategy and Culture 

• Metrics and time frames should be driven by business strategy; cultural fit should trump market alignment to 

maximize effectiveness; consider adding metrics tied to desired culture and ensure program does not reward 

misconduct and clearly communicate expectations

Improve Shareholder Engagement 

• Incorporate as a routine, ongoing process; ensure feedback is properly heard, reviewed, and, if deemed 

appropriate, acted upon; early identification of issues and effective communication can materially improve 

outcomes 



ADVANCING EXEMPLARY BOARD LEADERSHIP

Questions
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Don’t Miss Our Next Webinar in This Series

Join NACD and Pearl Meyer for our next 

Compensation Series webinar on 

May 17, 2018 at 2:00 PM (ET)

To register or check out the archives of earlier webinars in this series, 

visit www.NACDonline.org/webinars.
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http://www.nacdonline.org/webinars
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If you have any questions regarding NACD credit or the 

Fellowship programs, please contact: 

Meghan Metzbower, Senior Fellowship Program Manager

Phone: (571) 367-3638

Email: Fellowships@NACDonline.org

To learn more about NACD Fellowships, visit us at 

NACDonline.org/Fellowships

NACD Credit and Fellowship Information

mailto:Fellowships@NACDonline.org
http://www.nacdonline.org/fellowships
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Thank You


